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AhstrlIct. Perturbation theory in the lowest non-vanishing order in interele<:troninteraction
has been applied to the theoretical investigation ofdouble-ionization decays of resonantly
excited single-eleetron states.The formulae for the transition probabilities were derived in
the I.S coupling scheme, and the otbital aqular momentum and spin selection rules were
obtained. In addition to the formulae, which are exact in thill order, three approltimate
expressions, which correspond to illustrative model mechanisms of the transition, were
derived as limiting cases of the exact ones. Numerical results were obtained for the decay
of the resonantly excited Kr 1 3d-1Sp[lP] state which demoostratcd quite clearly the
important role of the interele<:troD interaction in double-ionization processes. On the other
hand, the results obtained show that low-energy electrons canappear in the photoelectron
spectrum below the ionization threshold of the 3d shell. As a function of the photon
frequency. the yield of these Jow-energy electrons is strongly amplified by the resonant
transition of the 3d electron to Sp (or to other discrete levels). acting as an intennediate
state,when the photon frequencyapproaches that of the transition.

1. IntroductioD

In recent years, a Dumber of new experimental data bave shown the manifestation of
the correlative effects in photoelectron and fluorescence spectra. For example, in
photoionization cross sections ofsubvalence shells of rare gases as well as in excitation
cross sections of the corresponding satellite states, strong structures were observed in
an energy interval ofa few eVclose to their respective thresholds (Becker et al1986a. b,
1988, Hall et al 1989, 1990, Wills et al 199Oa, b, Schartner et al 1988, 1989, 1990,
Schmoranzer et a11990, Ehresmann et a1 1992). These structures are mostly due to
the decay of resonantly doubly-excited atomic states.

Similarly, the decay of the Au 3p-t ns, nd, the Kr r 3d-I np and the Xe 14d-1np
resonances was found to yield new features in photoelectron, Auger and fluorescence
spectra (Eberhardt et a11978, Aksela et a11984, 1986a,b, 1989, Becker et a11986a, b.
Lindle et a11987, Svensson et a11988, von Raven et a11990, Lablanquie and Morin
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1991, Hall et al 1992, Schmoranzer et al 1991). Transitions from these resonantly
excited atomic states to lower lying ionic states occur in one, two or more consecutive
steps. Some of these transitions may be described in the frame of single-particle
approximations, for example by using the 'spectator' model. The others are purely
correlative transitions and essentially of many-electron nature. One example of such
a transition is the decay of the resonantly excited Kr 1 3d-1sp state ending in the
simultaneous ejection of two electrons. This decay may be considered as the second
step of a two-step single-photon double-ionization process.

Theoretical investigations of this specific process were so far limited mainly by the
'shake-oir approximation (Aksela et al 1989) or by the two-step cascade model (von
Raven et al 1990). However, a more general approach exists, i.e, the perturbation
theory in interelectron interaction, which has been applied, e.g., to the description of
the double-Auger decay of the Is vacancy in Ne (Amusia et al 1985). The same
approach is used here to describe theoretically a double-Auger-like autoionization
decay of the resonantly excited state, which we call the double-electron autoionization
process.

The formulae derived are obtained in the lowest non-vanishing order ofperturbation
theory by using the LS coupling scheme. In addition to the formulae which are correct
in this order, three approximate expressions are presented, which follow from the
correct ones as limiting cases. They are useful for simple estimations of the transition
probabilities and for establishing the real physical mechanisms of the above process.

Numerical results will be obtained for the transitions 3d-ISp[lp) .... 4s-2 [IS],
4s-14p-t[l,3p] in Kr, which are of particular interest at present for the explanation of
recent experimental data obtained by photon-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS)
(Schmoranzer et all991).

2. Theoretical base

Let us consider the transition from the resonantly excited single-electron atomic state
to the doubly ionized final state (see, e.g., figure 1). The energy aE of the transition
is equal to the difierence between the energy of the double-vacancy ionic state EtD

and the atomic excited state ~.Thisexcess energy aEmay be distributed continuously
between two outgoing electrons. In this sense the double-electron autoionization
process is similar to the double-Auger decay of a single atomic vacancy.

The total transition probability (or total width) for the decay of the resonance is
equal to the integral

r =L'~.E 'Y(s) de (1)

where 'Y(e) is the density of probability to detect one ejected electron with the energy
e;while the energy ofthe second electron is equal to (AE - e). The distribution function
in equation (1) is defined by equation (2)t:

'Y(e)=2.,.,.IM(eW8(E,-Ef ) . (2)

The amplitude M(e) of the radiationJess transition between the initial and final states
described by their exact multieleetron wavefunctions "'. and "'/0 respectively, is given

t Atomic units are used throughout this paper.
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FIgure 1. The enel1Y levels (Moore 1971) and possible pathways under consideration of
the double-ionization decay of the resonantly excited Kr J 3d-ISp state.

by their overlap integral:

M=(r/lM'f)' (3)

(4)

Usually, in simple Auger decays, the first-order perturbative approach is sufficient and
the transition from the initial instantly created vacancy to the final state with two
vacancies and an Auger electron proceeds due to the interelectron interaction ~

V=~ r 1
p,q-l I,.p - rql

where N is the number of atomic electrons.
In the specific case of interest here, the initial state has a vacancy in the i shell

and an excited electron on the discrete level n.The final state has two vacancies (holes)
II and fi. while two electrons el and e2 are in the continuum. As V (equation (4» is
a two-body operator. it can only describe. in the first-order perturbation theory, an
Auger-like decay of the vacancy i with the electron n being a spectator of the
autoionization decay of the initial state with emission of a single electron. Thus in
order to reach the considered final state, the interelectron interaction must be included
at least in the second order. This means that the transition under consideration is a
real correlative process, in which DO less than three electrons participate actively. The
best one-electron states are determined in Hartree-Fock approximation by the
Hamiltonian HHF. Thus the correlative interaction is determined by the difference

(5)

H being the total atomic Hamiltonian.
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The perturbation theory approach is used in this paper. The contribution of the
lowest non-vanishing order to the amplitude M of the considered process is given by
the sum of many-body diagrams depicted in figure 2. The usual notation of the
many-body theory is used. Namely. the line with an arrow to the left (right) represents
a vacancy (continuum electron). a line with a double arrow stands for an electron on
a discrete excited level, while the wavy line denotes the Coulomb interelectron inter
action.

The corresponding analytical expressions for these partial amplitudes have the
following form

M1 =~ (ke1IulJif2Xezilulnk)E k'.:,M3
1<

M 2= ~ (lee,1 ulJ2n)(e2iluIJik)Ek1a.rzlt
1<

MJ =~ (lee1IuIJinXie2IulJ2k}E;;lnJi
A:

M4 =~ (kezlulfzJi){e1ilu]nk)Eke'zJ.Jz
A:

Ms = ~ (lee"lulhnXiellul.f.k}E;;'zlt (6)
k

M 6 = ~ {lee,,1 ul n,h)(ie,\ulJik}Eki"n/r
A:

M 7 = ~ {kiluIJif2Xele2Iu]nk)Et"Jl/z

"M. =L(kilulnf~(e:!ellulJ;k}E;}z"
k

M 9 = ~ (kilulnJi}{ele2IulJik}Eki~fi'

"

"~~ "~"' "=t§"'M1 = i k I, M4=t k 12
k ~

M7 = I,
'2 I,

8, 82
I 12

"=ti~ '~f'"~~M2 = I k '2 Ms =. k f2 Ms=n k :
I, e,

e2 i I, I,

"~e, M6=~: '~flI,
Mg=n k ~M3= k ~

i '2 82 e,

" '2
Figure 2. The lowest non-vwshing-order perturbation theory diagrams of the transition
(In-+ Jifz+ el+e~). A line with an arrow (two arrows) to the right describes an electron
continuum (discrete excited) state, while a line wlth an arrow to the left corresponds to a
hole state; a wavy line denotes intereleetron Coulomb interaction.
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Here Eldmll =Bk +el - em - ell is the intermediate state energy. ej denotes the energies
of the single-electron HF stales, and (kllu/mn) stands for a combination of the direct
and exchange Coulomb matrix elements:

(7)

The sum over k in equation (6) includes both the hole and discrete excited levels and
the integration over the continuum states. If E1cl/JIII can vanish while k belongs to the
continuum, the following integration formula is used:

f f(x). dx= P f f(x) dx=Fi?Tf(Xo)
x-Xo+J6 X-Xo

(8)

where P denotes the principal value of the integral.
The final expressions for partial amplitudes Ma • a =1•...• 9. suitable for real

calculations. are presented in the appendix. They are obtained under the assumption
that the LS coupling scheme for both the initial and final states is valid, so that their
orbital angular momenta and spins are defined:

t/Jl =lin(LS»

t/JJ =l-"h(LISI)e.e2(~S2)VS'}.
(9)

In evaluating equation (6). at first the integration over angular variables was performed
and then the summing over spin variables. Finally it was summed over all possible
projections of orbital and spin momenta.

Below we shall refer to equation (6) and (A.1-9) as the exact formulae, of course
having in mind their perturbative nature. These exact formulae (A.I-9) automatically
lead to the orbital angular and spin momenta selection rules for the transition under
consideration. The selection rules contain the information about both the angular
momenta of electrons (vacancies) involved in the transition and the intermediate
coupling momenta LIS., ~S2 in equation (9).

3. ApproximatioDs

Even at a first glance, the exact formulae (equation (6» and (A.1-9) look rather
complex. Therefore it is difficult to use them for estimations of the transition prob
abilities. Furthermore their structure masks to some extent the most important real
physical mechanism (if such a dominant mechanism exists) responsible for a given
transition.

At least three special cases may be distinguished, in which the estimation of
probabilities is considerably simplified.

3.1. Shake oJfmodel

Suppose that the main contribution to the total amplitude M is due to some large
Coulomb matrix elements in equation (6). Normally the largest ones are the matrix
elements, which include two or more identical single-electron wavefunctions. Let us
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sum, following Amusia and Cherepkov (1975), the partial amplitudes M, (k= i), Ms
(k =h) and M6 (k = fJ). Then we have. after factoring out,

(ie./ulf.12)[{eziJulni) -(e2.filulnfJ) - (eJ;lulnfJl/(s2 - Sit)

= (ieJluIJifJ(e2IF(l) - F(lr/z)ln)(s:z - Sll)' (10)

Here pO) is by definition the lowest-order correction to the atomic self-consistent field
due to the absence of an electron on the level i in the initial state; FlI,) is a similar
correction due to the presence of the holes fa and Ji in the final state; 6:z and SII are
the single-particle energies for e:z and n, respectively. Now let In) and leJ denote the
solutions of the single-electron Hartree-Fock equations

H~HF)Iri}= i ..lri)
Hj';>liJ= 821iJ

where B\HF) and H'}~:\ are the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonians of ions. which may be
obtained from that for an atom H(HF) by excluding the electrons in the states i and
fJ.12. respectively. Then the second factor in equation (10) may be transformed into
the following form:

(e2/P{/) - p<rtlz)ln)!(62-S..) .... (e2IH}~~- H~HF)ln)/(s2- elt ) .... {e:zl ri). (12)

Here (e21 n) is the overlap integral of the excited-electron wavcfunction In), obtained
in the field of the initial vacancy i, and the continuum-electron wavefunction \i2) ,

defined in the field of two vacancies fi and 12. i.e. in the field of the residual ion.
Finally, we obtain a rather simple formula for the amplitude. which corresponds

to the so-caned 'shake off' approximation:

Msb=(ielluIJifJ(i211i}· (13)

A similar formula may be easily obtained by combining contributions of other partial
amplitudes M4 (k =0, M:z (k =fJ) and M3 (k =Ji):

Msb=(ie:zlulfJfJ{ellri). (14)

Since the overlap integral (i:zl ri) is not only proportional to the Coulomb matrix element
but also inversely proportional to (82- SIl). one may expect a large contribution of the
'shake otr mechanism in cases when one of the outgoing electrons has the lowest
possible kinetic energy, while the Coulomb transition matrix element (ieljul!J/J is large.

3.2. Two-step or cascade process

The cascade mechanism of the transition in ...fiJi+el +e2 is possible. if on the way
from the initial atomic state with the energy £1 to the final ionic state of energy E;n
there is at least one real ionic state through which the decay may proceed if allowed
by the spin and orbital angular momentum conservation laws. In this case, the energy
denominator in one of the partial amplitudes (equation (6), figure 1) becomes small
or even is equal to zero. Thus the distribution of energy between the two outgoing
electrons is close to that of a real multi-step process. In order to treat the singularity
arising from the vanishing denominator correctly. one has to take into account the
total width r k of this intermediate ionic state.

Assume that such a situation occurs in reality. e.g. in the partial amplitude Ms.
when the intermediate single-electron state k =leo. the hole state fJ and the excited
electron state n form jointly the real intermediate electron configuration (ko.hn) of
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(15)

energy EkJ111, where E}on < EkoJin< E/. Then points of singularity in the (et, e2) energy
distribution will be found, where the energy denominator is small or even tends to
zero. In this case, the contribution to the amplitude Ms (k =leo) must be modified by
introducing the width r k of the state k in the denominator:

M (k = leo) =<kae2IulhnXiet/ulfiko> ... M.
5 4s+i(rk/2) Cli'

This expression corresponds to an infinite sum of diagrams which accounts for the
interaction between the outgoing electron e2and the vacancyh, including the possibility
for them to go back to the states n and k; respectively. Equation (15) describes the
consecutive two-step transition. The first step is the Auger-like transition (in~Jilcon+
et) with an excited electron n as a 'spectator' and resulting in ejection of the first-step
Auger electron et with the energy 81 = E, - Ekof11l • The second step is the decay of an
intermediate autoionization state (kaftn ~ fth+ e2)' Now the vacancy Jj plays the role
of a 'spectator' and the second-step electron e::! with the energy 82 = Ek,fft ll - E7D is
ejected. As a result, the normally smooth curve 'Y(s) acquires prominent peaks at the
energy positions 8 =8t and 8 =82' Similarly, not only two, but many peaks in the
electron spectra can be present.

3.3. Resonance in continuum

The energy denominator in a partial amplitude may be equal to zero also when the
intermediate state k =ek belongs to the continuum. Such a situation is possible, e.g.,
in the partial amplitude M7 • According to equation (8), the contribution just of this
continuum state k = ek to the total amplitude M is given by the expression

M7(k = tk) = =Fi7T(ekilulf.f~(el ellulnek)= Mrc • (16)

This may also be the dominant contribution, if the Coulomb matrix elements in equation
(16) are large. In this case, one may consider the transition in~ f.h+ el +e2 as
proceeding by two steps. The first one is an Auger-like decay in~ f.};n ~ ek with an
excited electron n as a •spectator', which results in ejection of an intermediate electron
e" with energy Ek. The second step is the inelastic scattering of this' electron e" by the
electron n at the discrete excited level. As a result the latter acquires the additional
energy and leaves the atom. The scattered electrons may change their orbital momenta
and spin in the course of the interaction.

In the real transitions, as will be demonstrated by the results of numerical calcula
tions, aUthe simplifying mechanisms presented above contribute to the total amplitude.
However, the contributions of the remaining intermediate states k; both discrete and
continuous ones, which are not taken into account by the simplified approaches
described above, may be (and quite frequently are) significant. The interference of the
various amplitudes may result in both increase and decrease as compared to the results
of the simplified calculations. In some cases, the model estimations of the probabilities
may even be misleading.

4. Results aDd discussion

Here we present the main results of numerical calculations for the transitions from
the resonantly excited Kr I 3d-'Sp['P] state to the (i) Kr m4s-2[lS1, (ii)
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Kr1ll4s-14p-I[lpJ and (iii) KrIII4s-14p-t[3p] states of the doubly charged ion
(figure 1). These transitions are the most intense ones which lead to Kr III states
observable by PIFS. In all three cases, two electrons arc ejected at the end taking
away the energy of the transition. There is one exclusively correlative channel, i.e. the
direct transition 3d-1Sp[lp]-.4s-2+ el+e2, while the transitions 3d-1Sp[Jp]-+

4s- 14p-I[1,3p]+el+ t,2 may proceed, in addition to the direct path, by two-step processes

3d-ISp['p]-. 4s- 2Sp[.2P]+el

'L 4s-14p-l[I,3P]+e.2.

The aim of our calculations is to obtain the probabilities of the various channels and
to find, if they exist at all, the dominant mechanisms ofthese transitions. The computer
codes 'ATOM' (Chernysheva and Amusia 1983) are used for numerical calculations of
the energy levels. wavefunctions, amplitudes and distribution functions.

The energies of the initial 3d-1Sp[lpl. intermediate 4s-2Sp[2p] and final ionic
4s-2['81. 4s- 14p-I[I. 3p] states, obtained within the single-configuration non-relativistic
HF approximation, have correct relative positions, but the absolute values are not in
good agreement with the experimental data. Therefore we used experimental energy
values (Moore 1971) in our calculations of the decay probabilities.

The wavefunctions of the ejected electrons are obtained separately by calculating
them in the self-consistent field of the corresponding doubly charged ion state. So we
neglect here the interaction between the outgoing electrons. This approximation seems
to be reasonable because both the experimental data and theoretical estimations show
the highest probability for the slruation, when one of the outgoing electrons is fast
while the other is slow. Note that the above wavefunctions of ejected electrons were
calculated by taking into account that the field depends on the term of the double-hole
state, e.g, by considering the Ip and 3p terms of the 4s- 14p-1 state. As was shown
earlier (Amusia and Cherepkov 1975). the use of such electron wavefunetions is
equivalent to the inclusion of an infinite sequence of the diagrams of the so-called
randomphase approximation with exchange (RPAE). For thesummation overintermedi
ate single-particle states k in equation (6). we use the hole wavefune:tions of the Kr
ground state and the wavefunctions of the electron, excited from the specific atomic
shell just as it is represented in the diagram under consideration, i.e. in the 'frozen'
field of (N -1) remaining atomic electrons. The continuous wavefunctions of the
intermediate states k in equation (6) are single-particle wavefunctions calculated in
the term-dependent HF approximation with the term Ip. In this case. a definite part of
the RPAE diagram contributions is taken into account also (Amusia and Cherepkov
1975).

The number of intermediate discrete and continuum states involved in the summa
tion (integration) over k in equation (6) was established by preparatory calculations:
4 discrete and 39 continuum states were used for each value of angular momentum I".
Distribution functions 'Y(e) were calculated at 9 to 2S points of energy s, depending
on whether the curve is smooth or has a singular structure. The probabilities were
obtained by numerical integration of 'Y(£) according to equation (1).

4.1. Transition 3d-15pePJ~4s-2eSJ+el+eZ

The energy of this transition is equal to 91.20-69.82 =21.38 eV. According to the
selection rules, the transition may result in ejection of different electron pairs (el' ez)
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having non-limited orbital angular momenta (1, 1+1).1 =0,1.2 ... However. the total
orbital angular momentum and spin of the electron pair is restricted to ~ = 1. 52=O.
We shall see below that the probability to emit electrons having large angular momenta
is decreasing significantly with increasing 1. so that it is sufficient to take into account
the first few values of 1, up to 1=6, only.

As was mentioned above, the intermediate states between 3d-1Sp[lp] and 4S-2[ IS]
may be only virtual in our approximation. Figure 3 shows the distribution functions
11,1+1(6) of the energy of an outgoing electron (the left symmetrical half only). The
upper curve is the sum of 'Yl.1+1(e), 1=1, ...• 6, and corresponds to the total distribution
function 'Y(B).These curves have a characteristic U-like shape. This means that if there
is enough energy for emitting two electrons, then one is predominantly slow and the
other is fast. The integral contributions ofdifferent electron pairs to the total probability
of the transition are presented in table 1.The main contribution comes from the ejection
of a (p, d) electron pair. To illustrate the contributions of the 'model" mechanisms. we
present in table 2 the intermediate numerical results for partial amplitudes M..,
a=I,2•... ,9, for the transition 3d-JSp[lp]~4s-2[JS]+ep+edat three essentially

7...---r---t-"-"""'-'-'

2 4 8 8 10

Energy I eV

F1pre 3. The distribution functions ')'41+1(8) (left symmetrical halt) of the energy e of an
outgoing electron in the transition 3d-ISp['Pl..4s-:Z['SJ+e.+e2' The upper solid line
corresponds to the total distribution function 'Y(e) of the transition.

Table I. Integral contributions f"... of diBerent pairs (~I+ 1) to the total transition
probability of 3d-ISp[lP)-+4s-:zr1SJ. in 10-'cV.

Electron pair
(eh~) f.,"Z (lO-4 eV) Fraction (%)

(s,p) 0.29 S
(p.d) 2.43 43
(d.n 1.06 19
(f,g) 1.27 23
(g,h) 0.50 9
(h,i) 0.05 <I

1:r .,"Z 5.60 100
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Table 2. Partial amplitudes M... total amplitude M and model amplitudes M.h • M ... Mn: of the transition 3d-'-15pep]-+4s-2p S]+ ep + ed at diflerent electron ~
energies Ep •

~
).

Ep = 0.0136 eV Bp = 10.69 eV Bp - 21.3663 eV :1
f.i

a M.. Main contribution (k) M.. Main contribution (k) M.. Main contribution (k) is'
a

1 4.97 3.75(4p) 4.67 4.15(4p) 3.22 2.81 (4p) I:l-2 -16.06 -15.83 (41) -12.24 -11.13 (4s) -8.33 -7.60(41)
3 -16.06 -15.83 (4s) -12.24 -11.13 (41) -8.33 -7.60(411)
4 242.82 239.20(3d) 54.22 50.44 (3d) 30.70 26.81 (3d)
5 0.72 1.19(f-com) 0.13 1.31 (f-cont) 2.34 3.02 (f-cont)
6 0.72 1.19(r-cont) 0.73 1.31 (f-coot) 2.34 3.02 (f-cont)
7 1.82-i95.68 -195.68 (d-eont) 7.48- i86.06 -i86.06 (d-eont) 36.75-iIOO.06 -ilOO.06 (d-cont)
8 -4.40-iO.17 -3.05 (4p) -4.06-iO.18 -2.61 (4p) -3.64-iO.19 -2:1.7 (4p)
9 -4.4O-iO.17 -3.05 (4p) -4.06-iO.18 -2.61 (4p) -3.64-iO.19 -2:1.7 (4p)
M 210.13-i96.02 35.23- i86.42 51.41-IlOO.44
Milo 207.54 (3d,4s,4s) 28.18 (3d. 4s, 4s) 11.61 (3d,4s,4s)
MI. 0.0 0.0 0.0

M"" -i95.68 (d-cont) -i86.06 (d-eont) -ilOO.06 (d-eont)
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different points of the energy distribution: £\« £2, 8\ == 82, 8\» 82 (note that the data
in table 2 correspond to the case of e,5!; ep • e2= ed ; in order to obtain the symmetrical
distribution function, one would have to take into account the case of e\ Ie ed, e2 c ep) .

The table also shows the intermediate states k; which yield the main contributions to
M~ and the model amplitudes according to equations (13), (lS) and (16).

If 61'« E4' the 'shake off' process dominates ( ....80% ofprobability). Both the absolute
and the relative 'shake oft' contributions are decreasing with increasing p-electron
energy. At the same time, the value of Mrc does not vary much and becomes dominant
when S'p;;trSd (;::;90% of probability, if Ep»ed)'

This short analysis shows that the different model mechanisms of the transition
dominate at ditlerent points of the electron energy distribution.

4.2. Transition Jd-'5PtPj-.4s -14p"I'PJ+eJ +e2

The main feature ofthis transition, as we have mentioned above, is that it may proceed
by two steps due to the presence of the 4s-2Sp state between the initial 3d-1Sp[lp]

and final ionic 4s-14p- l[ lp] states. The first step is the Auger-like decay 3d-ISp -+
4s-:ZSp+el with the Sp-excited electron as a 'spectator', and the second step is the
decay of the autoionization state 4S-2Sp~4s-I4p-l+ e2, where now the 4s vacancy is
a 'spectator', Of course this is not the only pathway of the transition 3d-1Sp -+
4s-14p

-I+e1+e2' It may also proceed, similar to the one ofsection 4.2, by simultaneous
ejection of two electrons, which we shall call the 'direct' transition way in order to
emphasize the difference from the two-step procedure.

The possibility of a two-step transition results in the appearance of two peaks in
the electron spectrum in the energy regions around 29.27 eV and 5.78eV, which
correspond to the ejection of the first- and the second-step electrons. The 'direct'
transition leads to the ejection of so-called background electrons in the energy interval
from 0 eV to 35.05 eV.

According to the selection rules, the first-step electron may have the orbital angular
momentum I, == 2, while the second-step electron orbital angular momentum is equal
to zero or two. There is no such restriction for the orbital angular momenta of electron
pairs ejected by 'direct' transition. The ejection ofsymmetrical (1, 1) and asymmetrical
(1,1 +2), 1:::: 0, 1,2, •.. , electron pairs, which are coupled to IS, lp and ID terms, is
possible in general.

In figure 4 we present the distribution functions 11,1(6) and 11,1+2for the different
electron pairs (1,1) and (1,1 +2), which contribute to the transition 3d-1Sp[lp]-+

4s-'4p-I[IP]+(el+e2)[ID]. A similar behaviour of the distribution functions was
calculated for transitions where the outgoing electrons are coupled to IS and Ip terms,
so that the corresponding figures have been omitted.

Similar to the transition 3d-'Sp-. 4s-2 +el+e2 , the 'shake-oft' mechanism in the
sense of section 3.1 is mainly responsible for the 'direct' decay 3d-ISp-+

4s-14p- 1+el +e2 at those energy regions where one electron is slow while the other is
fast. But here the most interesting features are the peaks,which appear due to two-step
transitions resulting in the ejection of s and d electrons. To calculate accurately the
distribution functions at the peak regions, we used the experimental total width of the
4s-25p state, f 04- 2sp= 0.18 eV (Sonntag 1992). Transitions 4s- 2Sp -+4s- '4p- I[ I,JP] + e
with a 4s vacancy as a 'spectator' mainly contribute to the total width of the 4s-2Sp
state. According to our estimation using the simple HF 'spectator' approximation, the
probabilities of these transitions are f 2= 0.109 eV (lp) and 0.034 eV ep), so that the
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FlglU't 4. Lower part of the distribution functions
"I,,(e) and ,.",+~(e) in the transition 3d-'Sp{'PJ-+
4s-14p- 1ep]+(el+£:t>{'D} (left symmetrical haIf).
The upper fun curves corresponds to the total
1\:'DJ(e) of the abovetransition. The mlUUnum value
of the total1\:'Dl(e) is equal to 709.86 X10-5 at the
resooance eDergy £ ... 5.78 eV.

Fipre 5. The total distributionfunction Y\Ot(e) (left
symmetrical baIf, upper run curve) in thetransition
3d- ISp£IP1-.4s-'4p-1r1p]+ e1+ £2 with maximum
value 1399.08 x 10-' at tbe resonance energy £ =
5.78eV. The contributions of the various electron
pairs coupledto'S, 'P and 'D terms are shown. The
correspondingmaxima at thesameresonanceenergy
amount to 370.32)( 10-5,818.90)( 10-5 and709.86)(,
10- 5

, respecth'ely.

total value of 0.142 eV is in reasonable agreement with the above experimental result.
We also estimate the probability of the first-step transition 3d-15p~4s-2Sp+e.using
the same approach. The value obtained is r, =2.72x 10-3 eV.

Using these results, it is possible to approximately estimate the two-step probability
of the transition 3d-15p[lpJ .... 4s-14p-l['PJ+el +e2. assuming the independence of the
steps, in the following way:

The integral contributions of different electron pairs to the total probability of the
transition 3d-1Sp[' P] .... 4s- 14p- I['P] + el +e,2 are listed in table 3. Figure 5 displays the
distribution function 'Y(';)ofthe transition 3d-15p[I P] -+4s-14p

-I[IP]+e1+e2 as a sum
of aU 11.I(e) and 'YI,'+2(S). As can be seen in table 3 and figures 4 and 5, the main
contributions to the total probability of the transition under consideration are coming
from the symmetrical electron pairs (d, d). The next important contribution stems from
the (s, d) pair. As was shown above. these electron pairs could be ejected only by
two-step transitions. However, this does not mean that only the two-step process is
responsible for the contribution of (s, d) and (d, d) electrons to the total probability.
On the contrary, as one may see in figure 4, it is difficult to separate tbe two-step and
the "direct' contributions. This separation is to some extent arbitrary. It could be done,
for instance, by dividing the energy interval (0. A.E) into at least three regions: (a)
jA.ellliiOr,.{2, (b) IAel»r,J2 and (e) the remaining part (here 4e and r lt are defined
according to equation (lS) in the two-step transition model). Then the contribution
of the electron pairs (s, d) and (d, d) to the total probability in the energy region (a)
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Table 3. Integral contributions r.,~ of different electron pairs (I, t) and (I, 1+2) to the
total ttmllltion probability of 3d-ISp[IPl -+ 4s-14p- I[Ip]' in 10-4eV,

Electron pair
(el> e2) [~SJ r.,,~ (JO-4eV) Fraction (%)

(5.5) IS 0.029 0.1
(P.P) IS 0.127 0.5
(d. d) IS 25.711 98.9
(r, f) IS 0.113 as
:tr.,.. IS 25.980 100.0 18.7

(p,p) Ip 0.086 0.2
(d. d) Ip 56.182 99.8
(f, f) Ip 0.011 0.0

:tr.,"t Ip 56.279 100,0 4O.S

(5.d) ·0 5.203 9.2
(P,p) 10 0.079 0.1
(p,O 10 2.036 3.6
(d,d) 10 44.163 77.8
«(1. g) ID 2.765 4.9
(f. 0 10 0.179 0.3
(f,h) ID 2.309 4.1

:tr.,~ 10 56.734 100.0 40.8

I.r,.. 138.993 100.0

1~81:li;fk/2 around the resonance may be called 'two-step' transition probability. The
contribution of the electrons (s, d) and (d, d) in the energy region
I~el» r,,/2 and the contribution of 'non-twa-step' electrons may be considered to
represent the probability of the 'direct' transition. The remaining part of the total
transition probability, which comes from the energy region where as and f lc do not
differ so much and ~8 is comparatively small, has to be related to the interference of
the two-step and direct transition channels.

So we may reasonably estimate the two-step probability of the transition
3d-ISp[lp]-+4s-14p-1CP]+eJ+e2 to be approximately equal to f es ::::

2f4s-2Sp'Y(e =5.78)=6.82 x 10-3 eV. This value reflects the influence of the many-body
effects which lead to the increase of the previous approximate independent-two-step
probability f'es =2.09 X 10-3 eV by a factor of about 3. This result also demonstrates
quite clearly the importance of the interelectron correlations in the atomic double
ionization processes.

4.3. Transition 3d-15p[lp]~4s-14p-lePl+tl+e2

The transition to the triplet doubly ionic state 4s- 14p- J[Jp] is similar to the previous
one in many aspects. Of course, the released energy is larger, ~E =37.895 eV (we used
the average value of the experimental energies B po == 53.626eV, BpI == 53.358eV and
B pz=S2.930eV to estimate the released energy). Consequently, the second-step elec
tron is ejected with an energy of 8.625eV, while the first-step electron has, of course,
the energy 29.27 eV, as in the transition to the singlet ionic state.
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Another difference lies in the fact that the total spin of an electron pair must be.
according to the selection rules, equal to 82=1. i.e. the outgoing electrons have parallel
spins. This additional restriction leads to a significant mutual compensation of the
partial amplitudes (equation (6» and consequently to a much smaller value of the
total amplitude.

The main numerical results for the transition 3d-JSp[Jp] -+4s- 14p-J[3p] +el + e2 are
presented in table 4 and figures 6 and 7. The estimations of the two-step transition
probabilities in the independent-two-step model and including interelectron correla
tions are equal to r15 =0.65 X 10-3eV and r 15 =2.21 X 10-3eV, respectively.

Summarizing the results of sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we present in figures 8 and 9
the total distribution function 'Y1Dl(e) as the sum of the symmetrical (in their own
energy intervals) distribution functions of the transitions of sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
As the energies of the above transitions are different, the resulting total distribution
function is non-symmetrical.

The prominent peak A in figures 8 and 9 corresponds to the ejection of the first-step
electron in the transition 3d-1Sp-+4s-2Sp+e. Both the transitions 3d-JSp-.

4s-J4p-l[lp]+ eJ+e:: and 3d-J5p-.4s-14p-J[3p] + e1 +e2have their peak values of 'Y(£)
at energies around 29.27eV. Only background electrons of the transitions of sections
4.13d-15p-+4s-2+et +e2and 4.3 3d-JSp-+4s-14p-J[JP]+el+e2' which are exclusively
ejected due to the correlations, contribute to the peak B of the transition of section
4.2 3d-1Sp-.4s-J4p-l[IP]+el +e::, and vice versa. Therefore, the peaks Band C, which
correspond to the ejection of slow second-step electrons, have almost the same heights
as in figures 5 and 7, respectively.

Tallie 4. Integral contributions r0IOJ of difterent electron pairs (~1) and (~1+2) to the
total transition probability of 3d-15p[lp] -+4s- 14p- I[3p], in 10-4eV.

Electron pair
(ele2) [~SJ r.,.OJ (10'" eV) Fraction (%)

(s.s) 3S 0.003 0.0
(P.p) 3S 0.004 0.0
(d,d) 3S 12.708 99.9
(f,O 3S 0.001 0.0

1: rOh"J 3S 12.716 100.0 17.4

(p,p) 3p 0.016 0.0
(d,d) 3p 28.741 99.9
(r, 0 3p 0.003 0.0

:trOh"J 3p 28.760 100.0 39.4

(s,d) 3D 7.502 23.8
(P,p) 3D 0.031 0.1
(P,t) 3D 1.222 3.9
(d,d) 3D 22.187 70.2
(d,g) 3D 0.457 1.4
(f,O 3D 0.005 0.0
(f,h) 3D 0.181 0.6

1: r.b., 3D 31.585 100.0 43.2

1: r.h., 73.061 100.0
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Fipre ~ Lower part of the distribution functions 'YI,JCe) and 'Y1.1+2(8) in the transition
3d-1Sp[lp)-+4s- 14p- I[3p) + (81+ 82)eD] (left symmetrical half). The upper full curve cor
responds to the total ')l:'D](e} of the above transition. The maximum value of the total
~)(B) is equal to 254.33X 10-5 at the resonance energy B=8.62 eV.
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Figure 8. The total distribution function 'Y<cc( B) of
the energy B of an ejected electron, as a sum of the
symmetrical (in their own energy transition interval)
total distribution functions for the transitions from
the initial 3d-ISp[lp] state to the final double-ion
configurations 41-2[15), 4s-14p- I[IPl and
4s- 14p- l[3p].
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5. FiDal remarks

The above results have been obtained by simplifying the real situation mainly in two
respects, i.e, (i) by neglecting certain possible channels of autoionization and (ii) by
using approximative calculation procedures.

(i) Not all possible channels of the double autoionization of the Kr 3d-1Sp state
were considered in the present work, particularly the transition 3d- ISp['P] -fo

4p-2PS,3p, 'D]+el+e2 has been omitted. The final state may be populated also by
two-step transitions, which would result in the appearance of additional peak structure
in the electron spectra. Of course, a number of peaks additional to ours in figure 8
appear in the real spectrum due to the various 'up' and 'down' single autoionization
transitions, such as 3d- 1nl -+! Jin'l'+e, which were outside the scope of the present
work, too. Finally, the splitting of both initial and final states into the fine-structure
components complicates the electron spectrum further. Peak C in figure 8, e.g., splits
into the components OPD' OPt and OPz, which are approximately proportional to the
statistical weights W3po =~, W3pt =~ and W3P2=;, due to the spin-orbital interaction.

(ii) The results represented in this work and the above discussion are based on
the single-determinant HF approximation, which leads to the simplified energy level
scheme of figure 1. The important effect, which is not taken into account here, is the
configurational mixing ofthe states under consideration with the energetically adjacent
ones. The configuration interaction may result not only in the shifts of peaks and
variation of their intensity distribution, but also in the appearance of an unexpected
peak structure. For example, one may suppose that the weak peak observed in the low
energy region of the photoelectron spectrum (LabJanquie and Morin 1991) is due to
the mixing ofthe intermediate 4s-zSpstate with the 4p-34dSp configuration. One of the
mixed states has an energy somewhat higher than 4s- 2

, so that the transition 3d-'Sp-+
45-2+e1+e2 may proceed via this mixed state by two steps also.

Experimentally it is possible to distinguish the final states of the decay, namely
4s- 2 from 4s-14p-1 and 4p-2, by photon-induced fluorescence spectroscopy or photo
electron spectroscopy. These measurements are sensitive to the final-state configuration
mixing which may be roughly estimated as follows. The relative intensity of a pure
state i in a complicated mixture of many states is given by the so-called spectroscopic
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factor Fi.which is known to be about 0.5 for the 4s-1 state (Fuss et aI1981). In view
of a comparison of our theoretical results with experimental ones. this can be taken
into account simply by multiplying the cross sections derived without this effect by Fi.
We did not calculate the spectroscopic factors of 4s-2, 4s-14p-1 and 4p-:!, which is a
separate and non-trivial task. However. in order to give a rough estimate of their role
the following approximations were assumed: F4S-2=:: (F4a- 1) 2, F4&-z4p-I=:: F4a-IF4p- 1 and
F4p -2 == F4p-IF4p-1. Using these simple relations and F4P-I == I, it is concluded that in
order to compare with experiment, the cross sections determined by the amplitudes
shown in figure 1 must be multiplied by about 0.25 for 4s-2 and by about 0.5 for the
4s-14p-1 states. However. one has to keep in mind that these approximate considerations
may indicate the general tendency only and that the term dependence of Fi (Aksela
et a1 1984) neglected here will complicate matters further.

6. ConclusiODS

Perturbation theory in the lowest non-vanishing order in interelectron interaction has
been applied to the theoretical investigation of double-ionization decays of resonantly
excited single-electron states. The formulae for the transition probabilities were derived
in the LS coupling scheme, and the orbital angular and spin momenta selection rules
were obtained. Three approximate expressions. which correspond to illustrative model
mechanisms of the transition. were derived as limiting cases of the exact ones.

The numerical results obtained for the decay of the resonantly excited
Kr 13d-1SpPP] state have demonstrated quite clearly the important role ofthe interelec
tron interactions in double-ionization processes.

On the other hand, the results presented show that low-energy electrons can appear
in the photoelectron spectrum below the ionization threshold of the 3d shell. As a
function of photon frequency w, the yield of these low-energy electrons is strongly
amplified by the resonant transition ofthe 3d electron to Sp (or to other discrete levels).
acting as an intermediate state. when w approaches the transition energy.

We intend to study also the direct double-electron ionization amplitude in order
to obtain not only the partial widths of the transitions under consideration, but also
the total pbotoionization cross section in the discrete-excitation frequency region as a
function offrequency. Note. that as a function ofphoton frequency the double-eleetron
photoionization cross section is strongly enhanced when the process goes via the almost
real discrete excitation of an inner-shell electron, like the 3d ... 5p transition.

The role of a 'doorway' discrete excitation (3d- ISp in our case) in amplifying the
subsequent double-electron ionization can be played by any powerful resonances which
persist in the photoabsorption spectrum. Namely, in the giant resonance region of Xe
(4d-+eO or Mn (3p -+3d) transitions, the probability of double-electron ionization of
the outer shell must be strongly enhanced.
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Appendix

Here the final formulae for the partial amplitudes (6) ofthe transition (in ....fd;+eJ+e2)
are presented. To obtain them, the validity of LS coupling scheme according to
equation (9) of the main text is assumed. These formulae are:

M
I
=i. L (_l)La+I/,+l~+A'£llz {L 12 lie} {lie II LI} {/2 lie L}

til" 'LAIAz Al I, I.. ~ ~i A2 L1 c; 11

X {AV~~~k[V+(-l)s, W]~~}I/~+BW~~~[V+(-l)SzW]~~jdz}
XE~;ltIl>w6MM' (A.I)

M 2=i L (_1)L.z+'''+AI£I~L(_1)XX2{L 1, X}{A2 1, x}
,.II" 'L"aAz Al I, III Al ~ lie

x{A I ~z x} {L I 12 x} VIAll [(-l)SI+SzAV+BW)(~:)
L, 1

2
~ 11 L L:z .~if,1c '".hll
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, 1 L 1 ~~ ~~
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where A and B are the spin factors> defined by expressions:

SA .. {~ ~ S}
A =(-1) 5152 S2 SI ! 8ss·8M.M~

B = (-l)S'J2Sz {51 ~ H8s,s,8so8ss·8M.M~
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(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.IO)

(A.ll)

while the reduced direct and exchange Coulomb matrix elements are given by the
formulae:

~A) A A A A (I. A 12) (13 ,\ 14) ( Ir~ I )
1324= Id2 /3 /4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vt"3 r~1 "Z V4 (A.l2)

~~~4=~1(-I)J+Je: ~: ;} ~~~2' (A.13)

Here the usual notations for 3jm- and 6j"Wigner coefficients with the phase factors
defined according to Warsbalovich et 01 (1915), are used: 1= (21 +1)1/2•

The conditions, under which 3jm-, 6j- Wigner coefficientsand 8-Kronecker symbols
in (Al-13) are not equal to zero, establish the orbital angular and spin momenta
selection rules both for single-electron states, involved in the transition, and intermedi
ate-coupling momenta LIS!, ~S2'
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